Unlike most viewers on today’s market, PACS Pro DICOM Viewing software provides a Diagnostic-quality image that can support up-to-5MP Medical Grade LCDs. This software is integrated with all PACS Pro Archive and Image Acquisition solutions and can also be installed as a stand-alone module on any workstation that requires a DICOM viewer.

Features a powerful, customizable, easy-to-use GUI that allows users to configure the toolbars and mouse buttons to their preferences.

**Viewer Highlights:**
- Scout/Reference Lines
- Multi-Planner-Reconstruction
- KIN (Key Image Note)
- GSPS/Bitmap Overlays
- Automatic Alignment
- Study Comparison (New/Old)
- Playback (Multi-Frame)
- DICOM Store/Send

**Patient Worklist Features:**
- Patient/Study/Series Levels
- Search Patient Worklist
- Single/Multiple list Selection
- Individual Image Selection
- Image Management Housekeeping Utility

**Measurement Tools:**
- Distance
- Angle
- Area
- Density
- Histogram
- Erase Function
- Calibrate
- Measure Heart/Chest Ratio

**DICOM Network:**
- Peer to Peer Transfer
- Image Transfer
- Query Retrieve
- DICOM Network Manager
- DICOM Communication Activities

**Viewing Features:**
- Zoom In/Out
- Window Level
- Pan/Roam
- Pseudo Color
- Image Reset
- Display Multiple Studies
- Easy Configuration Utility
- Color Display Support
- Mapping Algorithm Selection
- Magnify/Cine/Shutter/Crop
- Export Image
- Print Option (Paper/Film)
- Information Text Overlay
- Filters
- Preset
- Diagnostic Embedded Reports
- Study Notes
- Annotations
- Attach document to study
- Image orientation
- Cross link
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